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Beamont Collegiate Academy   
Local Governing Body with C&L focus 
Monday 14 October 2019 4.30-6.30pm  
at the Academy 
 

MINUTES – PART I  
Present: P Cotton, J Flitcroft, G Harris (Principal), K Harvey, H Platt, M Reynolds, L Waterson (Chair), S Wright, A Moorcroft 
(Executive Principal), C Heesom (Clerk). 
 
In attendance:  
C Hillidge – Director or STEM & Assistant Principal  
H Curwen – Assistant Principal  
C Rixham – Assistant Principal  

 

1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS  
The Chairperson welcomed all governors to the meeting. The governing body welcomed S Wright 
to the meeting.  
 

15. STEM BUILDING  
Mr Hillidge, Director of STEM, delivered a PPT to the governing body which outlined the new and 
exciting initiatives that BCA are now involved with.  The new STEM Centre located at BCA (formally 
the Roger Hunt building) is currently under development and will form part of the computing hub 
and science partnerships for Merseyside and Warrington.  Once operational the hub will be able 
to deliver Continued Professional Development (CPD) to teachers across the region. It is hoped 
the building will be operational towards the middle of December 2019. 
 
The National Centre of Computing Education (NCCE). BCA was asked to join this project which is 
an £84m initiative funded by the DfE. The initiative is the largest in any G20 country and its aim 
is to increase the number of qualified computing teachers.  The Centre will be one of only 23 in 
the country.  The majority of the CPD will be delivered from the Hub. To support this project, BCA 
has recruited 2 new members of staff, Amy Welsh (NCCE Hub Lead) and Hazel Kirk (NCCE Project 
Manager). 
 
Governor challenge;  
HP queried if there where any finance implications for BCA?  
CH advised governors that funding had been secured on a 3 year cycle and that there 
were no financial costs to BCA.  
 
SW asked if there would be opportunities for collaborative working for local Primary 
schools on larger projects? 
CH said there will be opportunities to use partnership funding for projects involving 
local children.  
 
Action: CH to invite governors to the opening of the STEM building.  
 

11. CPD 2019-20 PROGRAMME  
H Curwen outlined the CPD 2019-20 programme for governors.  The CPD calendar has been 
designed to support the academy priorities and to build upon the culture of personal reflective 
collaboration and evidence informed practice. The process will involve 38 hours of Friday morning 
CPD.  Each CPD session is aligned to one of the academy priorities taken from the priority action 
plan.  There is a collaborative approach to professional development at BCA.  Staff from across 
the academy lead CPD sessions on each particular area of expertise which in turn has created a 
culture of deliberate and reflective practice in which teachers support each other to ensure that 
students needs are supported so that student outcomes can be maximised and have a positive 
impact on their life chances.  The CPD programme also provides time for departments to continue 
embedding Rosenshine into their curriculum areas.  
 
CPD sessions are informed by evidence and research.  Examples of sessions/focus include;  
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 How can we support our priority groups of HLL and boys?  
 Write like an expert/Speak like an expert/Use vocab like an expert/Read like an expert  
 Metacognition – How can we prepare our students for their exams?  

 
The Chair commented that it was good to see clear links to the SEF/PAP and how the 
programme links in with education principles and quality assurance.  
  

14. ADMISSIONS  
2019-20 
CR provided with a verbal update. She informed governors that the new year 7 students had 
settled in very well all year 7 students had all taken part in residential trip to Hornby Laithe Bunk 
Barn – the purpose of the trip being for students to build relationships with their peers and staff 
and also to give students the opportunity to take part in challenging activities helping to develop 
confidence, trust cooperation.  
 
180 students were admitted in March with 8 appeals allowed and one child moving out of area 
therefore the total on roll for year 7 with effect from September 2019 is 187. The total on roll for 
all years is 931. 
 
CR provided governors with a breakdown of partner primary and other primary schools allocation 
numbers.  
 
Of the 40 appeals for the new year 7 cohort, 8 were allowed.  
 
2020-21 
Parents were invited and to a successful Open Evening and for those parents unable to attend, 
Open Morning appointments were offered.  Interest in attending BCA has been maintained with 
interest for the first time being received from a number of students currently attending Cinnamon 
Brow Primary. TCAT continues to be promoted during all Open Evenings and the TCAT Transition 
Hub and BOLD network collaboration continue to be supported.  The deadline for applications is 
31 October. National offer day is 1 March.  Provisional numbers are 170 first choice, 48 second 
choice and 28 third choice.  Taking into account appeals, BCA may have to work on the total 
number on roll being 941 for the next academic year. BCA PAN is 900.  
 
Admission Policy 2021-22 
CR advised governors there are no changes to the over subscription criteria/policy. Governors 
approved the policy.  
 
Action: Admission arrangements 2021-2022 to be determined by the Trust Board. 
Trust to send details to the LA.  
 

2. MEMBERSHIP & REVIEW OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE LGB 
Constitution of the Local Governing Body: – for noting (see page 4 section 3 of TCAT Scheme 
of Delegation) 
 
Term of office expiry;  Linda Waterson, Community governor – December 2019 

i. LW once again reminded governors of her intention to relinquish her role as chairperson 
and urged governors to consider taking up the role and responsibilities of Chairperson.  
LW also made reference to the TCAT Scheme of Delegation 3.3 Term of office  which 
states;  
All members of the Local Governing Body will normally be limited to two 4-year terms of 
office.  
 
With this in mind and given that LW has been a governor since 2012, governors agreed to 
reappoint her on a 12 month term of office duration instead of the specified 4 years.  

 
Term of office expiry;  Mark Eccleston, Parent governor  – November 2019 
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ii. Given the difficulties BCA have experience in the past on electing Parent governors, in his 
absence, the governing body agreed to re-appoint M Eccleston for a further 4 year term 
of office.  
The Academy will continue to make the necessary arrangements in relation to the election 
of a parent governor, or, failing this, will take such steps to appoint a person who is the 
parent of a registered pupil at the Academy with a view to attend a number of meetings 
in an observer role in the first instance before committing to the role.  

 
Governors noted the following; 
Membership: 

iii. Resignation of staff governor – N Aruckovic  
iv. Parent governor vacancy x 1 

 
Community governor pending appointment:  

v. Following the LGB meeting on 16.09.19, LW proposed Stuart Wright, Headteacher at 
Meadowside Primary school, to be appointed as a community governor at BCA. HP 
seconded the proposal.  Governors formally approved the appointment of SW. Term of 
office – 4 years.  

 
Governors noted the following: 

vi. Governor Pen Portraits – website information updated.  
 

3. ELECTION OF CHAIRPERSON/VICE CHAIRPERSON 2019-20 
A request for self-nominations was circulated to governors on 02/10/2019.  Expressions of 
interest/self-nominations were received from: 
Linda Waterson – Chairperson to the governing body 
Mark Eccleston – Vice Chairperson to the governing body.  
 
Both the above self-nominations were accepted and approved by the governing body each for a 1 
year term of office.  
  

4. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  
The following governors gave their apologies for absence from today’s meeting; G Porter and 
Mark Eccleston.  Both absences were noted and accepted by the governing body.  
 

5. DECLARATION OF PECUNIARY AND PERSONAL INTEREST  
The Chairperson asked if any Members had any interest to declare in any items on the agenda.  
There were no declarations of interest.  
 
Governors were asked to hand in all returns to the clerk (including Nil returns). 
Action: Clerk to chase all outstanding declarations. 
 

6. TCAT  
i. Scheme of Delegation; A Moorcroft revisited the SoD and outlined once again the 

delegated functions to be determined by the LGB below;  
The core principle of the Memorandum of Understanding is the concept of earned 
autonomy, that all Academies should have the ability to make key decisions which affect 
the schools at LGB on the basis that the Academy is performing well. The Scheme of 
Delegation sets out to set out how this will be achieved at strategic and governance level. 
 
Section 1.4 within the SoD clearly sets out the list of duties delegated to LGBs.  Duties 
within section 4.6 (Curriculum & Standards) were also revisited and LGB 
expectations/responsibilities were discussed.  
 

ii. Terms of Reference: TOR states that ‘All members of the Local Governing Body will 
normally be limited to two 4-year terms of office’. HP raised the query that he has served 
more than 2 terms as a governor at BCA. AM referred to the caveat within the constitution 
of the governing body which states ‘where possible’ and any changes to the SoD would 
have to be approved by the DfE.  Noted.  
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iii. Guidance to local governing bodies within TCAT regarding constitution including governor 
link strands. This document was previously delivered to governors during the last LGB 
meeting and the structure/change in focus of all future LGB was revisited and discussed. 
Roles/responsibilities and the expectations of Link Governors were discussed. LW asked 
for governors to adopt the new structure.  Agreed.  

 

7. TERMS OF REFERENCE  
 Local Governing Body – TOR reviewed and agreed.  
 Discipline/Exclusion Panel – TOR reviewed and agreed.  

 Admissions Panel – TOR reviewed and agreed.  
 Pay Panel – TOR reviewed and agreed.  

 
8. LINK GOVERNORS 

Proposed link governor strands and meeting structure.  
• Quality of education – LW/SW 
• Vulnerable groups – GP  
• Safeguarding, behaviour & welfare - ME 
• Personal development – JF  
• Health & safety/premises – KH   
• Leadership (incl finance & personnel) – LW  
• Church/Diocesan representation n/a 
 
Possible additions;  

 Stakeholders  
 IAG 

 
Action(s) 

1. AM/GH to meet to discuss meetings and processes for governors participation 
going forward 

2. SLT to make contact and meet with link governors  
3. Link governors to provide relevant impact reports  

 

9. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS SUMMER TERM LGB MEETING 
LW proposed the minutes of the draft part I minutes of the previous Local Governing Body meeting 
held on; 26.06.19 were a true and accurate account of the meeting and should be taken as read.  
Approved.  
 
MATTERS ARISING 
Action log below;  

Agenda 
Item 

Action Action Taken 
 

5.i Governors to provide updated governor profile information of academy 

website. 

 Actioned.  

6.ii Roles & responsibilities of the Chairperson to be considered during 

autumn/spring term 2019-20. 

Agenda item 2  

6.iii PSHE policy. Policy contains inconsistencies and there is no point of 
reference with the use of asterisks.  

Agenda item 19 

9.0 Workshop sessions to improve governor knowledge to be arranged. Agenda item 17 

12.i Governor training updates;  

Effective governor programme session 7. The Boards responsibilities for 

employment and H&S – Carry forward to next meeting  

Agenda item 19 

12.ii Governor workshop action plan revisited. Remaining actions discussed.  Agenda item 17 

12.iii Governor Forum meeting 13.06.19 Agenda item 18 

13.0 Amend proposed meeting structure for 2019-20.  Agenda item 6 

14.1 Sex and Relationship Education policy. LME to meet with external advisors 

to discuss contents of policy further. 

Agenda item 19 

14.2 Internal Appeals policy. YHU to review policy.  Agenda item 19 
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MINUTES OF THE AUTUMN TERM EXTRA ORDINARY LGB MEETING  
LW proposed the minutes of the draft part I minutes of the previous Local Governing Body meeting 
held on 16.09.19 were a true and accurate account of the meeting and should be taken as read.  
Approved.  
 
MATTERS ARISING 
Action log below;  

Agenda 

Item 

Action Action taken 

5. SLT to update actions within the PAP Agenda item 13 

7. The New Ofsted Framework governor training session. Governor to 

confirm attendance to training session.  

Attendance 

confirmed   

 
 

10. TCAT EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES  
i. Educational principles & quality assurance;  

AM shared the contents of the document with governors.  Particular reference was made 
to TCAT values which incorporate The 3Cs (CPD, Collaboration and Challenge).  AM also 
talked governors through TCAT Principles of Curriculum design and delivery and Evidence 
informed practice (a commitment to disciplined research & action). Noted.  
 
Action; Trust Strategic Objectives document – clerk to distribute copy to 
governors.  
 

ii. EEF (Education Endowment Foundation) Guide for School Governors; The contents of this 
document were delivered to governors during the governor training session held on 
2.10.19.  The document outlines how governors can access and use the best available 
evidence-based resources and references useful information regarding link governor roles.  
 

12. PERFORMANCE TABLE AND PROGRESS 8 UPDATE  
GH shared the contents the report with governors and outlined provisional data received since the 
previous P8 figure, which is currently 0.21 and is the highest figure recorded for BCA.  Comparison 
of schools in similar circumstances would place BCA in the ‘above average’ category and is a huge 
achievement for the school.  The provisional P8 figure for disadvantaged students is 0 and this 
again is a very pleasing result for the academy.  Governors were reminded about the huge effort 
over the last 4/5 years to improve boys/PP student data – this is a good example of evidence 
based practice with a supportive ‘buy in’ from staff in areas of the CPD programme, Pastoral Care, 
Rosenshine’s Principles of Instruction and high quality teaching for all students.   
 
Governors recognised and congratulated the Principal on the improvement to the P8 figures.  A 
discussion followed around the importance of staff being able to refer to, and confidently talk 
about evidence based practice.  
 

13. PRINCIPAL’S REPORT  
i. Principal’s report. GH summarised the contents of the report and talked governors through 

the KPIs and the outcomes for 2018-19. Staffing remains strong and stable with 
attendance at 97.8%. GH shared details of ‘life beyond the classroom’ and talked about 
the wide range of events and experiences for students during the first half-term.  
 
Actions(s) 
1. Governors invited to attend the ‘Shakespeare Schools Festival’ on 8 

November. Clerk to provide ticket information if required.  
2. Year 9 White Water Writers course. Governors able to purchase copies of 

student novels once released by Amazon (end of October). 
 

ii. Scorecard and PAP; All members of TCAT have adopted the new format for the scorecard. 
GH talked governors through the contents of the document and summarised the key areas 
of development for governors and quoted the school priorities for improvement.  GH also 
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outlined the strengths and areas for development for BCA. Action: LW asked GH to 
triangulate with PAP priorities.  
 
PAP; GHA reminded governors of the 4 objectives. 
Objective 1 from SEF/Areas for development: To improve outcomes in GCSE maths so that 
Objective 2 from SEF/Areas for development: To improve outcomes across Ebacc subjects 
with close focus on history and geography.  FFT50 is met or exceeded. 
Objective 3 from SEF/ Areas for development: Deliver a structured programme of personal 
development and IAG enhances students’ cultural capital and character.    
Objective 4 from SEF/ Areas for development: Ensure the academy’s curriculum strategy 
is delivered effectively across all subjects with clear evidence of impact.   
 
GH confirmed all actions within the PAP are reviewed and RAG rated on a termly basis.  
 
History review; GH explained the process of the review to governors and summarised the 
main outcomes;  

 Student knowledge not being taught as in other subjects 
 Students unable to structure extended answers 
 Recommendations taken on board and structures now in place 

 

16. REVIEW OF THE GOVERNORS CODE OF CONDUCT 2019 (NGA model) 
Changes to the document highlighted in yellow.  LW summarised the changes and talked about 
how governor and trustee roles and responsibilities fit within TCAT.   LW summarised the 
Framework for Ethical Leadership in Education (page 7).  Approved.  
Action: Clerk to insert academy details on page 5. 
 

17. GOVERNOR TRAINING  
i. Governors’ self-evaluation toolkit; updated action plan August 2019. LW asked for the 

action plan to be taken as read and outlined the actions already actioned and discussed 
the following action;  
Action: LW to meet with CRI re: Autumn Newsletter ‘Meet the Governors’.  
 

ii. TCAT governor training session 2.10.19 ‘The New Ofsted Framework’; All governors 
attended the training session.  The following outcomes from the training session were 
revisited;  

 Quality of Curriculum – new 4 areas of judgement (align with link governor roles) 
 Ofsted window for BCA – from July 2021  
 Governors to be aware of statutory core functions  

 
Governors agreed it was a very useful and informative training session.  
 

iii. Being Ofsted Ready – delivered by Ruth Agnew. PC gave a brief verbal summary of the 
training session attended on 26.09.19. 
 

iv. Autumn term governor training courses available – circulated to governors. To be taken 
as read. Governors to advise clerk of booking requirements 

 
v. Hays on-line Safeguarding training – governors to provide clerk with a copy of their 

training certificate.  
 

In his role as H&S governor at BCA, K Harvey provided governors with a verbal account of a 
meeting he attended with Neil Marsh.  Outcomes;  

 Gathering of data appears to be inconsistent. Measures in place to address this.  
 Website information – informative/good  
 

18. GOVERNORS’ FORUM FEEDBACK 
J Flitcroft provided governors with a copy of the training PPT from the meeting she attended in 
June.  JF proposed that as the forum meetings are specific topic lead it would be more useful for 
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the appropriate link governor to attend future meetings once the topic for the meeting was known. 
Governors agreed to this proposal.  
 

19. POLICIES  
The following policies were reviewed by members of the SLT. None of the policies required 
substantive changes and all have been updated to include current legislation.   
 

 SEND & Inclusions. Changes noted and approved.  
 Sex & Relationships.  Changes noted and approved.  

 Assessment & Reporting. Changes noted and approved.  
 Equality & Diversity. Changes noted and approved.  
 Marking & Feedback. Changes noted and approved.  
 CEIAG. No changes.  
 Remissions. Under TCAT review.  
 Access Arrangements. Changes noted and approved.   
 Controlled Assessments. No changes.  
 Internal Appeals. No changes.  
 Child Protection & Safeguarding policy. Changes noted and approved.  
 Admissions 2021-22. Approved.  

 
For noting:  

 PSHE – policy contents now succinct and reference to asterisks removed. Noted.  
 
TCAT POLICIES 

 Appraisal policy. Approved by the Trust Board 10.07.19. Governors asked for a copy to be 
circulated to them for information. Actioned 21.10.19 
 

20 AoB 
i. Events calendar 2019-20. Circulated to governors for information.  
ii. Governor meetings/training sessions 2019-20. Circulated to governors for information.  

 

 


